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Motivations

• We focus on Consumer Drones
• Over 500,000 drones were registered with FAA in 2016
• more and more consumer drones are misused

• On records with FAA: over 582 incidents were reported in 
the second half of 2016 in US

• …
• in Iraq, the coalition forces had observed about 1 adversary 

drone every day around Mosul in late 2016

• While some counter-drone methods have been 
developed, very little systematic research has been 
conducted. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While they provide many new research and development opportunities, 
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Drone Threats 

“Over the last two months, coalition forces have observed 
about one adversary drone every day around Mosul,” a U.S. 
Central Command official told Defense One in Oct. 2016.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
* In Syria and Afghanistan as many as 65 people have been killed from hobby drone attacks.For example of the threats within the United States, in 2011 Rezwan Ferdaeus, a physicist from Boston’s Northeastern University was arrested for planning to build small drones containing explosives to attack the U.S. Capital and Pentagon.  He got so far as to have been arrested after he took delivery of C4 explosives and AK-47 rifles * The ill-fated DJI Phantom 2 drone flown by a drunken intelligence agency employee into a tree on the White House grounds has kicked up more than a few wood chips.
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EXISTING DRONE NEUTRALIZATION METHODS

Shoot a net at the flying drones to physically bring them down [7]
shoot an EM laser beam at the drone to disable it [8]
GPS spoofing [9]
Hacking electronics for takeover of controllers [10]
Geo-fencing [11]
Shoot it down

Many anti-drone systems have been proposed to combat threats posed by 
drones: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that I have stressed the need for research on drone security, I will discuss current methods for drone detection and neutralization. One method to ensure drones do not fly into restricted areas is geo-fencing, which is software hard coded into drone systems by the manufacturer which prevents their flying into restricted areas ( the White House, airports). It accomplishes this by programming the drone’s GPS with the coordinates of restricted areas. If a user attempts to enter a restricted area the drone will automatically land and within a 2km range of the area, the drone will not exceed an altitude of approximately 10m.———->  OR my favorite method of all, 
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Dutch National Police are training eagles to eliminate drones .[11].

DRONE NEUTRALIZATION 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fundamental assumption of most of the drone neutralization approaches previously discussed is that the drone has already been identified. 



Drone Neutralization 

• Attack sUASs
• Hacking and issue fake sUAS control channel [Zhang et al. 

TIFS’16]
• Not always feasible

• Block ground control station or GPS communications to 
trigger its fail-safe features [Silent Archer], [AUDS], 
[DroneDefender]

• They are physical methods and lack scalability 

• Limitations
• Scalability
• Feasibility /collateral damages
• Response delays 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attacking sUAS has been an active research area for the past decades. Several types of attacking methods have been studied in the literature, such as hacking the sUAS control channel, and block its communication links to trigger its fail-safe features. However, the first attack method is not always feasible, and the second one lacks scalability.There are also some works about FDI attack on EKF. In one paper in 2014, the authors propose such attack in smart grids. However, their attacks are notekf. In another paper in 2012, the authors gives a general FDI attack on EKF scheme, but with very restricted assumption and cannot be directly applied to our problem. 



Our Problem: protecting key assets
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A main goal of counter-drone is to prevent an unauthorized 
drone from reaching a critical asset in a restricted airspace. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the problem we would like to tackle in this paper . Our goal is to protect a key asset such as a building from the invasion of the sUAS. We assume a no-fly zone around the asset has been set up. There is an sUAS that is controlled by an operator, and its goal is to reach the asset as close as possible. Once we detect that the sUAS is entering the no-fly zone, the sUAS communication links will be jammed. After it has entered into the no-fly zone, we assume that we can affect the magnetometer readings on the sUAS.



Our counter drone research

• focused on developing methods to take over or disrupt 
drone operations 

• by hacking their control software and algorithms, 
communication protocols, and associated applications. 

• We propose a two-step approach
• Step 1: Drone Identification
• Step 2: Applying counter measures
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Step 1: Drone Identification

• identify based on their communication patterns
• via traffic sniffing and traffic analysis, e.g., WiFi

• control frames and the patterns of data frames can be 
distinguished based on static and dynamic features

• because the underlying hardware and drivers from different 
vendors are always different 

• Our current schemes use probing frames, handshaking 
frames, and the sizes and intervals of control/data frames

• Our initial results have confirmed these ideas 

• We are developing a more generic drone identification 
framework and algorithms

• utilizing about 10 drone models available to us
• Half of them use WiFi; DJI uses LightBridge since Phantom 3 Pro
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although data frames are usually encrypted, 



Step 2: Applying counter measures 

• to make it drift away from its target destination 
• How to find these counter measures?

• We have investigated various methods  
• First, we have perform direct attacks on drone control firmware, 

• via reverse compiling of proprietary systems  
• or directly examining the code in open-source drone control systems  

• We also focused on finding ways to disrupt their real-time task scheduling. 
• Such direct attacks helped us identify current vulnerabilities in specific 

drone models. 
• Second, we have further investigated external attack methods

• (WiFi) wireless jamming
• WiFi wireless hijacking, interrupting communication protocols
• fake data injection (FDI) to affect sensor fusion methods
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Existing Work in Drone Identification 

• Prior work in drone detection is limited and utilizes the 
following approaches:

• (1) Acoustic Signatures[12]
• Cons:  Do not work well in noisy environments.

• (2) Video-based/image detection
• Cons:  high computing power needed, night operation 

limited.

• (3) Radar[13]

• Cons: expensive
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Step 1:  Our Drone Identification
• H. Li, G. Johnson, M. Jennings and Y. Dong, “Drone Profiling through Wireless 

Fingerprinting”, in Proc. of IEEE-Cyber, Aug. 2017.

• We propose a Drone Detection Framework using WiFI
Finger Printing

• Profile of Time Intervals Between Probe Requests
• Signal Strength Fingerprint
• Frame Header Info. Extraction
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In this study, we focused on models with WiFi
datalinks including: 

1.3DR Solo [1]

2.Intel AERO [2]

3.Parrot AR Drone [3]

[1] [2] [3]

WIFI FINGERPRINTING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We found that many drone neutralization systems lacked adequate detection mechanisms. Noncommercial drones often use IP-based Datalinks like Wi-Fi (Ie. Parrot Bebob) or proprietary Datalinks (Ie. DJI Lightbridge at 2.4 GHz ISM for video and 5 GHz for commands[8]) as communication link between pilot and the UAS. 



Our WiFi Fingerprinting Framework
• the goal is to build a DATABASE OF COMMON 

DRONE PROFILES using unique features in drone 
detection
• Static features: 

• MAC addresses
• Packet Size 
• Port/channel number
• Frame header fields with specific values

• Dynamic features
• Signal Strength moving, speed
• Handshake protocols 
• Size and time intervals of packet sequences

• Probe frames
14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary objective of this project was to demonstrate drone identification framework utilizing a passive approach to develop a database of several common drone profiles using a system of unique identifiers (MAC, Signal Strength, Packet Size). We investigated this by using Wireshark network traffic analysis software in monitor mode to ‘sniff’ communication packets. 
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Example 1: Time intervals between probe 
request frames of two WiFi devices (~300 seconds)

(a) 3DR solo  (b) Intel Aero 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For all drone models in this study, probe requests are used for active scanning to allow wireless client stations to detect the presence of APs within a range, so they can associate to a suitable AP. Thus, upon the wireless Network Interface Card initialization, probe requests were automatically sent periodically. Fig. 3 shows the distinct time intervals between sequential probe request frames collected from the 3DR solo (A) and the Intel Aero (B). Note that there are many points located near the x-axis since the time interval is on the order of tens of ms. We found that there exists obvious repeated pulses of constant amplitudes with different values for each wireless NIC of sample devices. and after 45 trials, timing intervals did not change. 
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Sorting the Time intervals and then 
using DBSCAN cluster Algorithm 

Figure 6: Sorted time interval data pre DBSCAN algorithm application. Figure 7: Drone time interval data post DBSCAN algorithm. 

Obvious differenceNot much difference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to group unique data points into different clusters, we need to first sort the time interval data as shown in Figure 6. This must be accomplished prior to applying the DBSCAN algorithm. In figure 7 it is clear that data points form distinct groups. After different data points are grouped into clusters, we compared these clusters with other known clusters, in order to pinpoint the specific drone model.For example, cluster 1 in sample A was compared to cluster 1 in sample B and a Mann-Whitney U-test was used to verify the null hypothesis if two samples come from the same population. 
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Drone Detection Algorithm with 
different features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure 10 above  portrays the ‘decision tree’ approach to the utilization of packet frame header information. The model we are developing utilizing a combination of the previous three framework approaches to ensure the highest probability of identification of an accurate drone target. The framework discussed in this project is not a comprehensive list, but a subset of approaches needed for adequate drone protection.



Step 2: Our Current Counter Measures

• Cracking WiFi password
• Hijacking WiFi channel
• Fake Data Injection Attack

• W. Chen, Z. Duan, and Y. Dong, “False Data 
Injection on EKF-based Navigation 
Control,” in Proc. of ICUAS 2017.

• Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) for state 
estimate

• Inject fake data and avoid detection 

• More to come
• DJI LightBridge
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Hijacking WiFi channel and Drone
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Main Idea of FDI Attack

• ArduPilot maintains 24 flight states
• 3-D Altitude, 3-D speed, heading, magnetic reading, GPS, etc

• We add a sequence of injected values to Magnetometer 
readings without being detected by EKF

• which eventually affect the accuracy of navigation system 
seriously
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main idea of our attack is that we continuously inject values on Magnetometer without being detected, which will fail the navigation system of the sUAS and make it away from the no-fly zone.



Use of EKF for sensor fusion
• Cheap consumer sensors: Errors in inertial navigation 

can be huge
• average error in position can grow to over 150 m after 60 

seconds [Woodman, 2007]
• Sensor fusion needs to be introduced to reduce errors

• Using data from other sensors (e.g., magnetometer) to 
correct the errors in inertial navigation 

• EKF is a popular way to perform sensor fusion
• Recursively estimates the current state based on the 

estimation at previous time slot and the current state 
measurement

• Error can be reduced to 5 m after 60 seconds after sensor 
fusion using EKF [Woodman, 2007]
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next I would like to introduce EKF for those who are not very familiar with it. It is known that the inertial navigation in sUAS is very inaccurate. To reduce the errors,  we usually perform some sensor fusions, which use data from other sensors to correct errors. EKF is usually used in sensor fusion. In particular, EKF recursively estimates the current state based on the previous estimation and the current measurement.



An intuitive KF Example: Estimate 
Airplane’s altitude
• Airplane’s altitude at time k satisfies:
• The altitude measurement contains noise:
• We do not know the actual altitude, so we need to 

estimate them
• We can predict the altitude estimation at time k 

based on estimation at time k-1:
• should be also close to 
• We update the predict     with    :

• is the Kalman gain, which is computed by 
• is the prediction error, which is predicted by                     , 

and updated by 
• EKF executes the above process recursively
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an intuitive example of EKF. Assume we want to estimate an airplane’s altitude. The altitude at time k, denoted as x_k, satisfies: x_k is equal to a x_k-1, where a is a constant. The measurement of the altitude: z_k always contains some noise v_k. Here we do not know the actual altitude, so we need	to estimate x_k. we denote the estimation as x_hat_k. First we can predict x^_k based on previous estimation: a x^_k-1, then we update it with the measurement z_k. After one iteration, the estimation of x_k is as this equation. Here g_k is the Kalman gain, which assigns the weight for the measurement z_k to update the state x_k. EKF do the whole process recursively.



EKF procedure in Ardupilot (cont.)
Predict State

state-transition 
function 

Jacobian 
matrix of f(), 

sensor function 

Jacobian 
matrix of h()

Predict covariance 
matrix

Noise matrix

Kalman 
filter gain

Measurement 
from other 
sensor

State update

Covariance 
matrix update Innovation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the mathematical equations for EKF in Ardupilot. It is very similar to the example I just showed you.



Failure Detector in EKF

• The failure detector compares the estimates and the 
sensor readings to detect any disagreement 

• Failure Detector in EKF of sUASs
• Check if                                               ,        
• where     is the standard deviation of the innovation,    
• is a pre-set constant

• in Ardupilot

• We can always learn this constant in its 
firmware and beat the bad-data detection
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
EKF also has a failure detector to detect bad estimations. In sUAS, they check this equation: whether the innovation less than a constant times the standard deviation of these differences. Here the innovation is the difference between predict state and measurement.



Results: Attack 1
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows the results for attack 1. This 3 subfigures shows the position estimation at north, east and up axis. The pink line is the estimation on original data, black line is for 150% data and blue line for 200% data. From the figure we can easily find the estimated positions for different injected data are totally different. (In addition, we can find there are some "sharp drops" in the compromised position estimations. We believe the reason is that a larger amplification may lead to unhealthier data, which is detected by failure detector.)(we can see that, on the original data, the estimated positions in the north and east direction keep increasingly farther from the reference position. We believe that this is because of the error propagation of IMU data. )��



Results: Attack 2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are also very interested in that, if there is any difference when injected data are in different dimensions. Here the blue line is for injected data on Y dimension while black line is for injected data on X dimension. It is easy to see that the estimations are distinct when attacking different dimensions of the original data. �



Thanks for your attention!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you all for attending my talk, now I am ready to answer any question that you might have.
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